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ABOUT ATPBR
The ATPBR is a non-proﬁt organization, which primarily aims to strengthen plant breeding
capacity among crop improvement scientists and students. With its global footprint and multi-partner
platform, ATPBR is a leading organization in India which nurtures personnel and institutional
capabilities as per the current and future needs, and help formulate strategies to develop effective crop
improvement programs and scientiﬁc skills required for sustainability of agriculture and ecosystem.
For more details, visit www.atpbr.com.

BACKGROUND
Agriculture has always been challenged by the need to develop climate resilient, high yielding
crop varieties for Food, Feed, Fiber, Fuel & Fine chemicals (5F). Post COVID-19 scenario is likely to be
highly stressful for all sectors including agriculture due to disruption on the availability of seasonal
workers, supply chain interruptions, cash-strapped start-ups, logistic issues ect. Some of these
disruptive spurs, which may remain even after the pandemic ends, have brought a new dimension of
awareness to risk preparedness, co-dependencies and the risks in the pursuit of eﬃciency.
This is the time to ‘Realign Indian Agriculture for a Sustainable Future’, through redeﬁning the
performance metrics for the robustness of agribusiness, create resilient markets for economic
sustainability and shorten food travel for adequate food availability. Agriculture should be poised for
recovery through implementation of innovative policies and strategies, acquisition of science and
technology, development of local content, and tailor made local solutions to kickstart the sustainable
development of agriculture. Some of the key considerations for ‘Realigning Indian Agriculture for a
Sustainable Future’ are:
• Comprehensive integration of cutting-edge science and precision technology required for the
sustainability and tapping full potential of agriculture stake holders
• Value chains must be diversiﬁed to meet the evolving consumer preferences, enhance nutritional
intake, and develop market for new consumer - preferred products
• Agriculture and food processing industry must be strengthened locally through successful FPO
models to ensure future rural prosperity for development
• Reprioritizing skills sector and technology interventions for continuous learning as the key aspects
to boost - individual and industrial agility to meet current and future challenges
• Array of policy reform required to support agriculture, input and output value chains, and
remunerative markets to farmers to ensure national food and nutrition security
• Attract young and capable professionals to build a resilient ecosystem for sustainable primary and
secondary agriculture ecosystem in the country
We expert keynote and invited speakers who will review the recent developments in enabling
technologies that are needed to realign agriculture for primary production, value addition and targeted
marketing strategies of the products to increase proﬁtability to the farmers and attract talented and
dynamic youth to join the work force of agriculture. Experts will also discuss the marketing related
challenges faced by the grower, and formulate the strategies to strengthen policies favoring secondary
agriculture development in India. The conference will provide a perfect platform for Scientists, Industry
Leaders, Policy-Makers, Farmers, Students and other stakeholders for networking and to learn from
each other for a better tomorrow.
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POSTER
All the attendees are invited to submit their abstract for poster display during the conference.

EXHIBITION
There will be an opportunity for manufacturers, suppliers, technologist to showcase their product and
service to vital seed industry and market.

VENUE
Conference will be held at Bhubaneswar which is an emerging information technology (IT) and
education hub. Bhubaneswar, capital of Orissa state, is referred as the ‘Temple City of India’. Kalinga
Institute of Industrial Technology (KIIT), is an Institute of Eminence, Deemed to be University, and has
kindly consented to be the local hosts and will be providing the venue for this event. The KIIT School of
Biotechnology has contributed enormously to accelerate the advancement in plant biotechnology and
bring the sustainability in agriculture through high level translational activities. KIIT School of
biotechnology is also closely associated with KIIT-TBI (Technology Business Incubator) and promotes
innovation and entrepreneurship.
This city is well connected with major Indian cities by rail, road, and air services. Several attractive
tourist destinations (i.e. Puri Dham, Konark Sun Temple), seashore and the salubrious climate make
Bhubaneswar an attractive destination for all.

REGISTRATION
Registration for the conference will be open from 15th September 2020.
Early Bird Rates
Till (Oct 31st)

Regular Rates
Till (Oct 31st)

On Site

Indian Participant

₹4000

₹4500

₹5500

Foregin Participant

$180

$200

$220

Student

₹1000

₹1200

₹2000

Registration Type

* Registration for a single day is also available at the site. The following rates apply: Indian participants,
3000/-; Foreign participants, $150/- and Students, 600/-.
Note: 18% GST will be applicable on all fees categories.

CORRESPONDENCE
Please address all future communications and further enquires related to the conference to:
Organizing Secretary:
Email: secretary.conf2021@gmail.com, Tel: +91 8793988121

www.atpbr.com

instagram/atpbr9

facebook/plantbreedingtraining

Patron

Dr P. K. Agrawal
FNAAS
(Vice Chancellor, OUAT)

Chair

Co-Chair

Co-Chair

Chair - Program Committee
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Dr. K.K. Narayanan
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(Co-Founder Director, ATPBR)
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